Abstract. We introduce new classes of sets extending the class of convex bodies. We show strong inclusions between these classes of bodies. In the case of bodies in Euclidean spaces, we obtain a new characterization of sets with positive reach, prove the Helly type theorem for them, and find applications to geometric tomography. We investigate the problem of determination of sets with positive reach by their projection-type images, and generalize corresponding stability theorems by H. Groemer.
Introduction
As usual, a convex body in n-dimensional Euclidean space E n is a compact convex set with non-empty interior. Federer [3] introduced the notion of sets with positive reach which generalizes the notions of convex sets and smooth submanifolds. It was used in the study of integral geometry problems and in generalizations of the Morse theory, see the review [19] .
Convex sets are characterized as intersections of supporting half-spaces ( [12] ). Instead of them we use bodies of some different shapes (such as complements to balls of "large" radius). Here, we introduce more general classes of bodies in metric and normed linear spaces, related to the class of sets with positive reach (SPR), called "-convex bodies, in order to extend our previous results [6] , [5] , and [17] following to the "soft-hard" ranking of geometrical categories described in [10] . Similar considerations were done by Reshetnyak [15] for ı-touched surfaces. Corresponding smoothness questions were studied in [2, 21] . Our main aim is to extend some classical convex geometric tomography constructions ( [4, 8, 9] ) to cases of more complicated objects. Some preliminary results were published in [7] .
If S K .!/ consists of a point, it is called the support point of K in the direction !, and ! is called a regular direction of K.
The Hausdorff distance between convex bodies K and L in E n may be defined using the support function as follows, see [4] , [8] , [9] ,
Let K be a subset of E n , and p 2 K. Denote by reach.K; p/ D sup¹r 2 R W r satisfies ¹q W d.p; q/ < rº U K º;
where U K is the subset of points of E n having a unique orthogonal projection onto K (i.e., the nearest point from K). The reach of K (see [3, 13] ) is reach.K/ D inf¹reach.K; p/ W p 2 Kº:
Let us introduce a class of sets with positive reach 1=", SPR."/ D ¹K E n W reach.K/ 1="º: 410 V. Golubyatnikov and V. Rovenski 
Definition and basic properties of "-convex bodies
The basic separation theorem tells us that if a point x is disjoint from a (compact) convex body K in a normed linear space E, then there exists a closed hyperplane that separates K and x strictly. Starting from characteristic properties of convex bodies in terms of supporting half-spaces, we introduce some classes of compact bodies in a metric space .M; / generalizing convex ones.
A ball B will be called an outer support ball of a body K if B \ K ¤ ; and B intersects K at its boundary points. Let " > 0. Denote by C.K; "/ a set of centers of all outer support balls B.C; 1="/ of a body K in a metric space .M; /. A connected boundary component of an "-convex body in E n will be called an "-convex hypersurface ("-convex curve if n D 2) of a certain class listed above.
Remark 2.2. (a)
One may verify, applying just the set theory arguments, that if a body K is the intersection of (connected) bodies of a class K
). This intersection can be disconnected, see the examples below. Hence the bodies in E n of a class K " 2 can be represented as the sets of solutions x to a system of weak quadratic inequalities .x C˛/ 2 1=" 2 ,˛2 I .
(b) If M D E n , one may replace the balls of radius 1=" in Definition 2.1 by halfspaces and obtain (when the bodies are assumed connected) the class K 0 of convex bodies in E n . Obviously, for n D 1 the classes K " i coincide. (c) Similar classes of "-convex bodies can be defined in complex Euclidean spaces C n , where the complex hyperplanes have real codimension 2 and do not divide the space. Boundaries of balls and cylinders over complex (quaternion) affine subspaces are hypersurfaces of real codimension 1, hence they can be used for the definition of classes of "-convex bodies in C n (H n ) as well, see [7] .
(d) A non-convex polyhedra in E n does not belong to K " i for any " > 0 and i D 1; 2; 3. Simple examples are the quadrangle OABC E 2 where A.1; 0/, B.0; 1/, C.1=4; 1=4/, and cylinders OABC OE 1; 1 n 2 E n .
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Example 2.3. (a) Simple examples of "-convex bodies can be obtained using two balls in real Euclidean spaces E n , one of them has radius at least 1=". A body homeomorphic to a ball, K D B.O; r/ n V B.C; 1="/ (for any point C with jOC 1="j < r), belongs to a class
with r > 1=" belongs to a class K " i , its boundary has two components. Slight modification leads to a non-concentric version of this ring, say:
Remark that I n n B.C; 1="/, where is I n is a "huge" cube (with side 2=") and center at O, belongs to a class
, and let n be a unit normal to @K directed inside. Denote by Ä.n; a/ the normal curvature of @K with respect to n in the direction a. Set Ä @K D min a Ä.n; a/. Then Ä @K ". In particular, the curvature of an "-convex curve satisfies the inequality Ä ". For example, the astroid W x 2=3 C y 2=3 D 1 is a curve of a class K 2=3 1 . Note that d D 2 > 1=.2"/, i.e., the astroid bounds a "large" body in E 2 .
(c) An example of a "small" disconnected body in K " i (i D 1; 2) can be obtained using three discs in E 2 . Namely, let
where C D .r=2; 0/ and 0 < r < 0:8=". Then a cylindrical body
has two components and belongs to K
is represented by a union of two balls K D B.a; r/ [ B. a; r/ in the space E n , where 0 < r < kak and kak r > 1=".
Similar and much more complicated constructions can be realized in higherdimensional space.
Theorem 2.4 claims that the reach of a body K 2 K " 3 is not smaller than 1=". Proof. SPR."/ Â K " 3 . Let K 2 SPR."/. Suppose, on the contrary, that there is an outer support ball B.y; r/ of K of radius r < 1=" that is not contained in any outer support ball of radius 1=". Since K 2 SPR."/, and r D dist.y; K/ < 1=", there is a unique y 0 2 K nearest to y. Consider the ray R.y 0 / D OEy 0 ; y/ and denote by OEy 0 ; z 0 R.y 0 / the segment of the length 1=" (d.y 0 ; z 0 / D 1=").
Since dist.z 0 ; K/ D d.z 0 ; y 0 / D 1=", and K 2 SPR."/, the last equalities imply that B.z 0 ; 1="/ is an outer support ball of K containing B.y; r/, a contradiction.
K
. In order to achieve a contradiction, assume that there is a point z 2 E n n K such that D dist.z; K/ < 1=" and there are two different points x 1 ; x 2 2 K with the property .x 1 ; z/ D .x 2 ; z/ D . Then B.z; / is an outer support ball of K. By the definition of K " 3 , it follows that B.z; / is contained in an outer support ball B.C; 1="/ of K. The two spheres S.z; / and S.C; 1="/ have at most one common point. Since x 1 ; x 2 2 S.z; /, one may assume that x 1 6 2 S.C; 1="/. Hence x 1 is an inner point of B.C; 1="/ that is a contradiction. By Theorem, any K 2 K " 3 has a finite generated homology (as for manifolds), see [13, Chapter 18] . For K 2 K " 3 and s < 1=" we have (1) @K s is a C 1 -regular hypersurface with a Lipschitz (unit) normal vector, (2) @K s admits almost everywhere a second fundamental form, etc. Theorem 2.6. The "-convex bodies in complete metric spaces satisfy the following strong inclusions:
2 and x 2 @K, consider a sequence x n 6 2 K such that x n ! x. Due to .K " 2 /, for each n there is a ball B.C n ; 1="/ containing x n such that int K \ B.C n ; 1="/ D ;. The sequences C n is bounded, hence we may assume that C n ! C . From this it follows that
Then x 2 B.C; 1="/ and B.C; 1="/ \ int K D ; as required. Let us show that in E n .n 2/ there is a body
homeomorphic to a ball. Cut from a ball B.O; 4r/ a regular simplex n D conv¹a 1 ; : : : a nC1 º, i.e., the convex hull of n C 1 equally distanced points with center at O, and n C 1 balls B.C 1 ; r/; : : : ; B.C nC1 ; r/ such that @B.C i ; r/ contains ¹a 1 ; : : : a nC1 º n ¹a i º. One may select dist.a i ; a j / < 2 r so that O is not contained in any of these balls, see Figure 1 (a) for n D 2. The body
If we slightly move a ball B.O; 4r/ in the direction C 2 O, then we will obtain a body K 0 which is homeomorphic to a ball with similar properties, see Figure 1 (a).
(
which is homeomorphic to n-ball. Suppose n D 3. Consider two discs 
where C D .0; 0; p 1=" 2 4/ and " > 0 is small, have the following common cir-
/ is homeomorphic to a ball, belongs to K One may modify this example using
3 , shaped as a letter "o". Similar bodies K and K 0 can be constructed in E n for any n 3.
Example 2.7 (A body in K " 2 with infinite generated fundamental group). Let " > 0 be fixed and sufficiently small. Consider the unit square I 2
where m is so small that the curvature of the curve z D m 2 x 4 is smaller than " for 0 < x < 1. So, I 2 is the upper part of the boundary @Q. For every natural n 2 consider the disk D n I 2 centered at the point C n : x n D 2 n , y D 0 with radius r n D 2 n 2 . Let B n E 3 be the ball with radius 1=" centered at the point
. If for 0 Ä x Ä 1 the inequality "x 2 =32 > m 2 x 4 holds, i.e., if m 2 < "=32 and the blade Q is "sufficiently sharp", then all B n intersect the lower part z D m 2 x 4 of the boundary @Q. So, all disks D n and the intersections J n D B n \ Q are disjoint, and we obtain an infinite sequence of disjoint bores in the domain Q.
Its fundamental group has infinitely many generators. Note that Q 2 K " 3 . If we cut off from Q its intersections with the balls B n , we Determination of sets with positive reach 415 obtain a domain in K " 2 n K " 3 because in each bore Q \ B n there is a ballˇn E 3 centered at C n with radius 8 9 r n . Namely, as in the Theorem 2.6 when we have shown that K " 2 n K " 3 ¤ ;, the ballsˇn cannot be separated from Q 0 by spheres of radius 1=". Similar examples do exist in higher-dimensional spaces.
2.3 Helly type theorem for small bodies in the SPR."/ An "-convex body K will be called "small" if "d K Ä 1, and we call K "large" if "d K > 1. The next proposition illustrates this, showing that "small" "-convex bodies do not contain holes inside their interior.
Proof. Let K be connected and suppose its boundary @K is not. Then one of the components of @K, say 
From the definition it follows that if
The opposite holds when K is convex.
The next proposition and Theorem 2.12 below are useful in the composition of stability estimates in geometric tomography problems.
wise, L Â K and there is nothing to prove). Denote by x 0 the (unique) point of K which is nearest to a, and K x 0 WD ¹x x 0 W x 2 Kº. Since Denote by P .a/ a hyperplane (orthogonal to the point a) through the intersection of the spheres S.C; 1="/ and S.O; d K /. Using elementary geometry, we obtain
Corollary 2.10. Suppose that the bodies L; K E n belong to a class SPR."
Remark 2.11. The condition K 2 SPR."/ in Proposition 2.9 cannot be weaken by K 2 K " 2 for n 3. Indeed, let K 2 K " 2 n SPR."/ be a body in E 3 which is homeomorphic to a ball, as presented in the proof of Theorem 2.6. We have
.1:72; 0; 0/. Obviously, the equality h L D h K holds. The distance from any two singular points on K to the x-axis is h 1:01. Hence ı.L; K/ dist.C 0 ; K/ h > 1. If we take " < 0:2,
The next theorem generalizes the well-known Helly theorem (" D 0). Theorem 2.12 ("-Helly). Let K 1 ; : : : ; K m .m > n/ be bodies in E n of diameter
Suppose that for any K i 1 ; : : : ; K i nC1 of this family there is x 0 2 E n such that dist.x 0 ; K i j / Ä " 0 for j Ä n C 1 (" 0 D 0 if their intersection is non-empty). Then dist.x; K i / Ä " 0 C ".m n 1/ d 2 =2 for some x 2 E n and all i Ä m.
Proof. We apply induction on the number s of bodies. For s D n C 1 the claim is true due the conditions of the theorem. Suppose that the claim is true for any family of nC1 Ä s < m bodies satisfying the conditions of the theorem. Consider a family of s D m nC2 bodies of a class SPR."/ satisfying these conditions. By induction hypothesis, for each i Ä m there is a point a i 2 T j 6 Di K j " 00 , where " 00 D " 0 C ".m n 2/ d 2 =2. The set A D ¹a 1 ; : : : a m º consists of at least n C 2 points, and by Radon's theorem (see, for example, [12] ) it can be divided into two nonintersecting subsets, A D A 0 [ A 00 , such that conv A 0 \ conv A 00 6 D ;. We can reorder indices so that A 0 D ¹a 1 ; : : : a k º is contained in K
Hence, for j > k we obtain
We define and briefly examine the "-convex hull construction. Denote by aff K the affine hull of a set K E n , a minimal affine subspace containing K. We call dim aff K Ä n the affine dimension of K. In other words, dim aff K C 1 is the maximal number of affine independent points in K. Obviously, the set conv " K belongs to E m . Since a convex body is "-convex for all " > 0, we also have conv " K conv K. If the points W D ¹a i º nC1 i D1 in E n are affine independent and " > 0 is sufficiently small, then conv " W is a thin "-simplex. (Indeed, conv " W is homeomorphic to a simplex conv W ). Proposition 2.14. Let K E n be a compact set, dim aff K D m Ä n. Then
Hence, the bodies of a class K Proposition 2.15. Let K E n be a body, and " 0 > ". Then
Applications to geometric tomography
We introduce the circular projections and apply them to the problem of the determination of sets with positive reach (and "-convex bodies) by their projection-type images; the results are related to geometric tomography due to [4] .
Circular projections
The orthogonal projections of different "-convex bodies onto all hyperplanes may coincide (as for a cube and "-convex hull of its 12 edges for small "). Hence we need more complicated maps for the role of projections of such bodies. Definition 3.1. Given !; C 2 E n denote by l.C; !/ the line through C in direction !, and P .C; !/ the hyperplane through C and orthogonal to !. We define a map f C;! W .E n n l.C; !// ! .P .C; !/ n C /, called a circular projection onto P .C; V /, as follows. Take any x 2 E n n l.C; !/. Let S 1 x denote a circle through x and centered at C , whose plane is parallel to the vectors ! C x and !. Then f C;! .x/ is the point nearest to x of the intersection S 1 x \ P .C; !/. Note that f C;! .x/ D x if x 2 P .C; !/ n C .
The circular projection f C;! can be represented explicitly. If C D O, then
OEx .!; x/ !; 8x 6 2 l.O; !/; (3.1) see [7] . A circular projection f C;! is a smooth map, it keeps the distance from points to C and maps bodies (not intersecting l.C; !/) into bodies of P .C; !/. One may extend Definition 3.1 using non-planar "screens" P .C; !/ of the projections.
Remark 3.2. The circular projections are related to hyperbolic geometry modeled on a half-space (Poincaré model). Denote by l C .C; !/ a ray defined by C and a direction !, P C .C; !/ be an open half-space bounded by a plane P .C; !/ and containing l C .C; !/. Consider the standard hyperbolic metric in P C .C; !/. Then the trajectories of f C C;V W P C .C; !/ ! .P C .C; !/ n C / (the restriction of a circular projection) become geodesics orthogonal to the fixed geodesic l C .C; !/.
We use in the next definition the notion of an apparent contour of a surface under orthogonal projection onto a plane, see [6] and [11] . Definition 3.3. Let K E n be a compact body bounded by a smooth hypersurface @K, and let f C;! be a circular projection onto a hyperplane P .C; !/ such that K \ l.C; !/ D ;. The set of points y 2 P .C; !/ such that a circle S 1 y (i.e., a trajectory of f C;! containing y) is tangent to @K at some point z 2 @K is called the apparent contour of the hypersurface @K under the circular projection f C;! .
The following example shows that the circular projection of a convex body can be non-convex. Definition 3.5. Consider a curve that is either contained in the interior of a halfspace E 2 C E n or meets its boundary line m orthogonally. Now, the group SO.n/ contains a subgroup G isomorphic to SO.n 1/ which acts on the hyperplane orthogonal to m. This gives rise to a G-invariant hypersurface M n 1 E n called a hypersurface of revolution about m with as profile.
The group G acts on M n 1 and the orbits of this action are .n 2/-dimensional spheres in E n . They are umbilical submanifolds of M n 1 orthogonal to a profile curve (i.e., at any point their principal curvatures coincide). Remark that m is the symmetry axis of a curve M 1 when n D 2, and m is the usual rotation axis of a surface M 2 when n D 3. Hence, there are two distinct principal curvatures at any point on a hypersurface of revolution M n 1 E n .n > 2/: one of multiplicity 1 is the curvature of a profile curve (the boundary curve of intersection with a halfplane determined by m and the point); another one has multiplicity n 2.
Lemma 3.6. Let M E n be a smooth hypersurface of revolution about the axis m with a profile curve whose curvature at each point is not smaller than 1=a. Then M can be rolled without sliding inside a ball of radius a.
Proof. For any P 2 M consider the profile P D E 2 C \ M through the point P . Then Q D E 2 \ M is a smooth closed curve in E 2 (symmetric with respect to the line m) whose curvature at each point is not smaller than 1=a. Hence, Q can be rolled in E 2 without sliding inside a disc of radius a, see [20] . We will prove that the surface M has a similar property relative to balls of radius a.
1. Locate a circle S 1 .x; a/ E 2 of radius a so that m is the y-axis and the origin O belongs to S 1 .x; a/ and Q . Since M is smooth, the tangent line to Q at O coincides with the x-axis. Hence Q is contained in S 1 .x; a/. Let s be the arc length parameter on Q and S 1 .x; a/ counted from O. Then k.s/ a (the curvature) and Let the tangent lines at the points P D P .s 1 / 2 P and Q.s 2 / 2 S 1 .x; a/ be parallel (make an angle Â with the y-axis), and thus s 2 =a D˛.s 1 /. We obtain
On the other hand,
It is shown that x 1 .s 1 / Ä x 2 .s 2 /. By Meusnier's theorem, the principal curvature at P of a hypersurface M along a parallel equals cos Â=x 1 .s 1 /, which is not smaller than cos Â=x 2 .s 2 / D 1=a, i.e., the normal curvature of a sphere S.x; a/.
2. Consider a sphere S.y; a/ that has a common inner normal with M at the point P 2 P . Thus y 2 E 2 . Let a circle S 1 .y; a/ be an intersection S.y; a/\E 2 . As was shown above, dist.P; m/ Ä dist.Q; m/, where Q 2 S 1 .x; a/ is a point at which the tangent direction is the same as that of P at P . Hence E 2 C includes an arc Q S of S 1 .y; a/ not bigger than a semi-circle. The profile P is contained in the domain of E 2 C bounded by Q S and part of m. Hence the body (in E n ) bounded
By the conditions, we have sin < 1=2. Recall that S y .x; r/ S.x; r/ is a great hypersphere through y D C x \ S.x; r/ and is orthogonal to n (see Lemma 3.7). Similarly to Example 3.4 (see also Figure 3 ), we assume C D O, then parameterize any great circle y S y .x; r/ through y, and compute the curvature of its image .t/ D f . y /. The parametrization of y is r.t/ D . r kxk cos t C1/x Cr sin t v, where v is a unit vector with the property v ? x^!. Using (3.1), we obtain f . y / W r 1 .t / D˛.t /OE.1 C cos t/x 0 C r sin t v:
, and
Recall that kx 0 k D kxk cos > p 3 r. 
Determination of sets with positive reach by projection images
The problem of the minimization of the projection data has great importance in different domains of theoretical and industrial tomography, see for example [8, 14] and, in particular, [9] : "It is not necessary to consider projections onto all planes of E 3 but only onto planes that contain a given line, say l, and one additional plane that is orthogonal to l. In various practical situations regarding the determination of bodies from the 'pictures of their shadows', and also from a purely geometric point of view, it is of interest to study if a body can be determined without the knowledge of this exceptional projection onto a plane orthogonal to l. In general it is not possible. Consider, for example, two right cylinders of equal height; one having as base a circular unit disc, the other a Reuleaux triangle of width 2. Then these cylinders are obviously not translates of each other, but have translation equivalent rectangles as 'lateral' projections."
For small " > 0 the circular projections of these cylinders are almost translation or rotation equivalent, but the original bodies are not. Hence the condition for the radius of R K .! 0 / in Theorem 3.14 below is not superabundant.
Here we consider these questions in the case of circular projections of the sets with large positive reach. S n 1 be a set of unit vectors that has non-empty intersection with any great .n 2/-dimensional sphere. Given bodies K; L E n and " > 0, denote by E ;K;L;" the collection of all punctured hyperplanes P .C; !/ in E n such that the normal ! is contained in , and either dist.C; K/ < 2=" and P .C; !/ intersects L, or dist.C; L/ Ä 2=" and P .C; !/ intersects K. Note that C is not uniquely determined by a plane P .C; !/.
Next theorem generalizes Lemma 1.2.1 in [6] . Proof. Suppose, on the contrary, that we have int L ¤ int K. Then there is a ball B.y; r/ 2 int L n K (modulo change of names K; L). By condition (K " 2 ) there is a ball B.C; 1="/ containing y and not intersecting int K.
Let x 2 B.y; r/ such that .x; C / < 1=". Due to formula (2.1) we have x 2 K ı , where ı D ı.K; L/. By the triangle inequality, it follows from .x; C / < 1=" and dist.x; K/ Ä ı < 1=" that dist.C; K/ < 2=". Moreover, we have x ¤ C (otherwise dist.C; K/ < 1=", hence B.C; 1="/ intersects int K). By the definition of , there is ! 2 orthogonal to a nonzero vector ! xC . Note that
because of x 2 P .C; !/. Hence a hyperplane P .C; !/ 2 E ;K;L;" . Let f D f C;! be the circular projection onto P .C; !/ n C . Consider the ball B n 1 D B.C; 1="/ \ P .C; !/:
We see that f .x/ D x 2 int B n 1 and the image f .K/ is contained in the complement of B n 1 in P .C; !/ Á E n 1 . Hence x 2 f .L/ does not belong to the image f .K/ in P .C; !/, a contradiction.
Denote by W E n ! P the orthogonal projection onto a hyperplane P . In the sequel we extend and study the following stability problem ( [6] , [8] , and [9] ): if for some convex bodies K; L E n , " 0 and every hyperplane P it is known that ı t .f .L/; f .K// Ä ", what can be said about the size of ı t .L; K/? Definition 3.11. If the bodies K; L are translates of each other, we write K ' L. The translative Hausdorff distance between compact sets K; L E n is (cf. [8, 9] 
Determination of sets with positive reach 425 Denote by Rot n .C / the set of all rotations in E n about .n 2/-dimensional subspaces through a point C . If two bodies K; L are related to each other by a rotation 2 Rot n .C /, i.e., L D .K/, we write K C ' L. The rotational relative to C Hausdorff distance between compact bodies K; L E n will be defined by [9] ). The smallest support ball in the direction ! is denoted by B K .!/, its radius is denoted by R K .!/. Clearly, if R K .!/ < 1, then ! is a regular direction of K. 
Actually, the convexity of M and N is not used in the proof of this lemma.
Definition 3.13. Given nonzero vectors ! 0 ; ! 1 2 E n , we define a set of unit vec-
for some direction ! 0 . Denote by E ! 0 ;A;K;L;" the collection of all punctured hyperplanes P .C; !/ intersecting K and L such that the normal ! 2 ! 0 ; ! CA and B.C; 1="/ is an outer support ball of either K or L. Remark that C is not uniquely determined by a plane P .C; !/.
By Definitions 3.3 and 3.13, the image of A under a circular projection f C;! belongs to the apparent contours of a surface @K and a sphere @B K .! 0 /. For " ! 0 the family E ! 0 ;A;K;L;" reduces to the collection of hyperplanes parallel to ! 0 . Theorem 3.10 claims that if circular projections of Q "-convex bodies K; L coincide, then K D L. The next theorem shows that if these projections are "translation equivalent" with precision " > 0, then K; L should be "translation equivalent" with corresponding precision; moreover, given " > 0, one should take sufficiently small Q " in order to get such an estimate. A similar theorem for convex bodies has been proven in [9] , see the citation above. Theorem 3.14. Let the bodies K; L E n .n > 2/ belong to a class SPR.Q "/ and let d K ; d L and ı.K; L/ be less than 1=.2 Q "/. Suppose that R K .! 0 / < 1=.3 Q "/ and A D S K .! 0 / 2 S L .! 0 / for some direction ! 0 . If for each P .C; !/ 2 E ! 0 ;A;K;L;Q " the images of a circular projection f C;! satisfy the inequality ı t f C;! .K/; f C;! .L/ Ä "; (3.3) for some " 0, then The inequality (3.4) is now an immediate consequence of (3.6) and (3.5).
Similar estimates can be deduced in the case of ı rC -distance, for the homothetic deviation of compact sets (see [9] ) So, we see that the problem of reconstruction of a body from its circular projections is well posed in the corresponding class of multidimensional sets with positive reach.
